
What is network reliability engineering? 
Network Reliability Engineering is a new approach to operating networks. It was first developed within 
Google and then within other large cloud builders. The engineering practice  is informed by the disci-
pline of Site Reliability Engineering and can help infrastructure operators in networks work more effec-
tively and provide visible value to the business. A network reliability engineer (NRE) adopts data-driven 
measurements of performance and adheres to metrics, measuring and automating the reliability of the 
network. 

An NRE focuses on creating a repeatable pipeline that drives reliability into the practice of  
operating a network. Rather than fixing a network in place and resisting change, an NRE  
embraces automation and change and makes sure that engineering discipline is used to pre-
vent outages. To automate the network, NREs need visibility into a reliable source of operational 
truth so they are not working blindly. Foremost, an NRE monitors service-level indicators with an-
alytics that trigger responses and alerts for meaningful events. Information and telemetry must 
be collected and analyzed to monitor errors, watch for saturation, confirm performance lev-
els, and conduct capacity planning. NREs value truth and strive for “continuous improvement. 
They meet reliability goals without chasing impossible perfection. To adopt networking reliabil-
ity engineering, you need a new system that makes automation easy—not just another tool. 
NetSpyGlass enables Network Reliability Engineering.

Network engineers deliver the data network 
that underpins your business success. That net-
work and automation tools, including virtualiza-
tion and orchestration technology, provide a 
distributed platform for applications. Automa-
tion, though, often does not extend to perfor-
mance monitoring. Visibility into the network’s  
operational state remains difficult to achieve,  
creating a burden for the team that must keep 
these complex systems running. 

You put the reliability into Network Engineering, 
and the fastest way to do that is by adopting  
Network Reliability Engineering.

The traditional patchwork of tooling is expen-
sive to manage and produces disappointing  
results. You often can’t prevent problems or get 

Performance monitoring automation puts network operations 
on the fast path to reliability engineering.

to a root cause of an issue efficiently. Even with  
recent innovation in building networks, keeping them  
running is still largely a black art, combining manual 
processes and tribal knowledge of the system.

Automated performance monitoring 
as advanced as your network
NetSpyGlass is a SaaS system that delivers au-
tomated, customizable performance monitor-
ing. The NetSpyGlass service re-defines opera-
tional monitoring by adding valuable data about 
business intent to the monitoring equation. The 
NetSpyGlass (NSG) Service ensures not only 
that the network is running, but that it is run-
ning as intended. NSG delivers complete visibil-
ity and root-cause alerting that enables you to 
adopt the best practice for operating networks: 
network reliability engineering. 



Using cloud-native approaches and employing 
the site reliability engineering approaches de-
fined within Google over the last 10 years, NSG 
helps you get ahead of software-defined network-
ing and deployment automation projects. The 
NSG Agent software gathers millions of metrics 
and processes them in the cloud. You can moni-
tor your entire network from a simple console: 
from the wi-fi systems to the SD-WAN and cam-
pus, to the datacenter and the backbone, and to  
provider or virtual private cloud adjacencies. 
 
The SAAS console supports a programmable 
pipeline, cloud analytics, and integration with 
notification systems. You can define automation 

Automation deeply  
rooted in telemetry: 
The NetSpyGlass service auto-
mates performance monitoring. 
NSG includes applications and 
gives you a place to run applica-
tions that you write yourself.  
You can:
~ Build network maps that 
  detect and respond to changes

~Trigger workflows and alerts

~Execute capacity-planning  
  calculations 

~Automate saturation monitoring,  
 and analytics applications

Cloud-native & serverless: 
NetSpyGlass scales out in 
the NSG Cloud:
~ Thousands of devices

~ Hundreds of thousands 
  of interfaces

~ Millions of metrics  
  per minute

The platform and included 
applications move network 
operations to the cloud, au-
tomating the most toilsome 
aspects of running a large-
scale network.

Built to automate  
network operations: 
NetSpyGlass uses Smart  
Inspection and SpyGlass 
Analytics to discover and 
then graph your network  
infrastructure. The resulting 
NSG Graph is an adjacency 
matrix, a source of opera-
tional truth that you can rely 
on to monitor network state 
and that you can to provide 
automatic documentation, 
visualization, alerting, and 
intent-validation.

     Benefits
     ~ Monitor network state with SaaS system that evolves from operator-driven      
      diagnostics to performance monitoring automation.

     ~ Eliminate errors caused by manual monitoring configuration with fully  
      automated discovery of multi-vendor networks.

     ~ Reduce risks of downtime due to poor visibility and speed problem resolution.

     ~ Cure alert fatigue and scale your team with automated first-line monitoring      
      applications.

     ~ Improve performance at scale with insight gained through programmatic 
      flexibility and cloud-powered analytics.

applications that run on the pipeline. NSG can 
monitor many thousands of devices while col-
lecting millions of metrics per minute. The ser-
vice hosts an embedded Python runtime and 
supports a REST API, enabling automation of 
monitoring workflows. SpyGlass Analytics & 
Applications insert a layer of automation soft-
ware between the network and the operational 
workflows required to keep packets moving  
efficiently. The Web browser-based UI makes 
NSG easy to use with minimal maintenance and 
maximum productivity.
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NetSpyGlass Service 
The NSG Service delivers highly automated net-
work performance monitoring and fully script-
able operations that are deeply rooted in te-
lemetry. You simply install the NSG agent within 
the network infrastructure. The agent gathers 
telemetry and then communicates over an en-
crypted TCP connection to the NSG Service. 
Agent-derived data and API-sourced meta-data 
is sent to the service and ingested by the NSG 
data pipeline. Within the cloud infrastructure, 
the Service Orchestrator manages the pipeline 
and other services such as the Classifier, Tagger, 
Topology Builder, and Data Normalizer. These 
services process the data to build a mathemati-
cal graph of the network called the NSG Graph. 
You can use this interactive connectivity graph 
as a source of operational truth, achieving reli-
able visibility into the network state, enabling 
you to delegate documentation, visualization, 

alerting, and even intent-validation to soft-
ware applications.

The service uses a Smart Inspection process 
to gather management and telemetry data.
The Network Discovery service manages the 
agent using dynamic algorithms that optimize 
inspection. The cloud instance orchestrates 
Smart Inspection and directs the NSG agent 
to gather management data, control plane 
data, link data, and system events from ele-
ments within the monitored networks. 

SpyGlass Analytics operates on the NSG 
Graph. In addition to the intrinsic analytics, the 
data is made available to NetSpyGlass appli-
cations and scripted applications through the 
NetSpyGlass API and table-based and time-
series data views. Using NSGQL, an SQL-like 
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query language for accessing system data with-
in the system, SpyGlass applications operate on 
the NSG Graph for:

~NSG Search   

~Auto-mapping

~Network Alert Monitoring 

~Auto Dashboards and integration with Grafana

Both included and scripted Python applications 
access data through NSGQL or the NSG API, 
operating on individual Monitoring Variables 
or sets of variables that can be aggregated 
and treated as a single variable within the en-
tire service instance. These variables represent  
millions of metrics and the API supports:

~ Alerting functions for error and 
 availability monitoring
~ Composite metrics for early saturation 
 detection and for business planning
~ Queries, tagging, and aggregation
~ Time-series Analysis
~ Statistical functions

~ Visualization and Reporting 

About 
NetSpyGlass simplifies and automates network operations with Performance Monitoring Automa-
tion for network infrastructure. If you’re tired of the old-fashioned approach to network monitoring 
and you have a network with more than 500 devices under management, then you’re a good can-
didate for the NetSpyGlass service. Your organization can adopt the emerging practice of network 
reliability engineering using performance monitoring automation in the style of Google’s network 
and dramatically improve network operations without building new infrastructure. 

NetSpyGlass is cloud-based, network performance monitoring automation.

https://www.netspyglass.com
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Getting Started
The NSG service enables your organization to 

take a leap forward and adopt NRE practices 

in large-scale production in just an hour or two. 

You’ll reduce the losses caused by network 

downtime while improving visibility, creating 

more effective workflows, and driving analytical 

insights. For a demo or to get started with the 

service, contact us today: 

https://www.netspyglass.com/quickstart/.

NSG Graph
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